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Won’t Do

The Game of Golf is competing like never
before on many levels
•

Mentally - golf is a challenging mental sport

•

Physically - even practicing on the range is healthy exercise

•

Socially – the clubhouse scene has all ages, diversity and business opportunity

These ‘benefits’ are talked about everywhere so you would think it’s now for many,
common sense. We’ll see!
It’s said that
The mind is the most formidable opponent a golfer
confronts, so mastering the game of mental golf is
essential.
The most valuable mental and social skills can be
developed on the driving range
and the golf course. For example if you have trouble
concentrating you can turn that perceived weakness
around by taking up the game of golf. Golfers have to
learn how to focus on the shot they have coming up and
concentrate on choosing the right club, assessing the
conditions and then on the fundamentals of their swing. If
you think of all the other ‘soft’ skills including confidence,
self-esteem, courage, self-discipline… and many more,
golf has in abundance.
This is what’s said on the Golf Foundation site for Juniors
but it’s equally of value to any age group :
“So what is it that they all enjoy?
They all enjoy getting together with family or friends for a round of golf, and
they probably enjoy time on their own occasionally as well – golf gives them
that choice.
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They enjoy trying to cope with the challenges that golf presents. How to
avoid the bunkers, choosing the right clubs, and working out what effect the
wind will have are just some of the things they’ve got to think about. It’s not
all ‘bish, bash, bosh’ – to play well they need finesse, accuracy and good
judgement.
They know that the ‘handicapping' system means that whatever their level of
ability, they’ll be able to play in events and competitions and have a chance
of winning – even if they’re playing Tiger Woods!
If you get into golf, you’ll make lots of new friends and will have a great time
playing the sport in wonderful surroundings. As you don’t have to be ‘super
fit’ you can enjoy the game of golf for the rest of your life.”

Physical exercise – healthy heart and body!
The greatest physical benefit to playing golf is getting exercise from walking. Walking
for 18 holes is often the equivalent of walking 3 to 4 miles. This gets the golfer's
heart going and blood pumping. It is a stimulating if not rigorous activity. A golfer who
plays three or four times a week is getting quite a bit of exercise.
People who play golf live longer, healthier lives, five years longer on average
according to a study at the Karolinska Institute in Sweden.
A further study by Reebok has shown that a golfer who walks and carries will burn
about 1500 calories and do around 10,000 steps. Even if you ride in a cart you will
still be burning 675 calories and whether your golf is good or bad you are still getting
the benefits of burning those calories.
On a mental note the game calls for strategic thinking, problem solving, creativity,
focus and concentration all of which help keep your brain active, to help fight of the
ageing process.
Being in the outdoors helps relieve stress, connect with nature and along with the
social aspects there are positive psychological benefits on many levels.
So the research is coming through and it’s hardly surprising when you consider the
physical and mental skills required to play the game are very well documented.
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With all these benefits – the
Game Must be Thriving!
Healthier people, mentally alert and all this from having
fun playing a game! It’s no wonder that developing
countries see golf as a means to help young people and
create a generation of entrepreneurs!

How about a reality check?
The media is full of stories at the moment about the
challenges facing the golf industry which include :
•

Golf clubs closing

•

Revenue’s dropping

•

Falling numbers

•

Too expensive – to play and costly equipment

•

Takes too long

•

Too difficult to learn

•

Lessons are expensive and don’t work

•

Average golfer handicaps not fallen in 60 years

•

General image of the game poor

•

And more………..

And this comes at a time when we have so many gadgets that tell us anything we
would ever want to know about our swing, the flight of the ball, the contact… so
much information improvement should be easy! Mmmm let’s come back to that later.

So what’s missing?
Maybe a lack of Focus?
Golf is a business and needs to be run like a
business. Sounds simple and it is.
Members and casual golfers are customers
and like any customer they want to feel
special. With all the benefits that the sport
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offers this should be easy to do. But unless the owners and the employees have a
growth mindset it will be difficult. The facts are that most people have a fixed
mindset, so adapting and changing to today’s challenges are almost impossible.
No amount of customer service training, marketing or special offers will improve golf
as a business. Why? Because that’s what everyone has done and it hasn’t worked.
Ask any owner?
That’s why a new approach is needed and why Mind Fit Golf looks at a solution for
the whole business:
1. Golfers – golf is fun and you can improve and enjoy it. Our coaching process focuses
on improvement and fun.
2. Golf Coaches – coaches need to coach first then use their technical experience. We
have a unique performance coaching platform for the Golf Pro
3. Owners – it’s a customer service business. We’ll help you develop a Mind Fit team to
grow your business.
4. Local community – the PGA talks about putting PGA coaches at the centre of the
community. That is a reality as a Mind Fit Golf Ambassadors.

So if you are :
1. An owner – are you running a sustainable business, looking
for growth?
2. A young or old golfer – want enjoyment and improvement?
3. A Coach – doing the same thing or looking for growth in
golf and beyond?
Then you have a choice:
• Continue with what you’re doing
•

Do something different – change from fixed to a growth mindset

We can help with the second option but not the first.
And as ever it’s your choice. What do you choose?
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Performance is not simply a matter of how capable one is, but of how
capable one believes oneself to be.
(Pajares 2002)
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